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The nonleptonic weakuDSu=1 LN interaction, responsible for the dominant nonmesonic decay of all but the
lightest hypernuclei, is studied in the framework of an effective-field theory. The long-range physics is de-
scribed through tree-level exchange of the SU(3) Goldstone bosons, while the short-range potential is param-
etrized in terms of the lowest-order contact terms. We obtain reasonable fits to available weak hypernuclear
decay rates and quote the values for the parity-violating asymmetry as predicted by the present effective-field
theory.
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For the past 50 years,L hypernuclei, systems of one or
moreL hyperons bound to a core nucleus, have been used to
extend our knowledge of both the strong and the weak
baryon-baryon interaction from theNN case into the SU(3)
sector. The nonmesonic hypernuclear weak decay, facilitated
via the uDSu=1 four-fermion interaction, thus complements
the weakDS=0 NN case, which allows the study of only the
parity-violating amplitudes.

In analogy toNN phenomenology, the nonmesonic hyper-
nuclear decay has traditionally been modeled using a meson-
exchange approach[1]. The long-range part of the interac-
tion is naturally explained by one-pion exchange, which
could approximately reproduce the total(one-nucleon-
induced) nonmesonic decay rate,LN→NN, but not the par-
tial rates, the proton-inducedLp→np rate Gp, and the
neutron-inducedLn→nn rate Gn [2]. Due to theLN mass
difference, the processLN→NN produces nucleons with
momenta around<420 MeV, suggesting that the short-range
part of the interaction cannot be neglected. These contribu-
tions have been described either through the exchange of
vector mesons[3,4], whose production thresholds are too
high for the freeL decay, or through direct quark exchange
[5].

In contrast to previous theoretical studies, we present an
exploratory study in order to determine the possible efficacy
of the use of effective-field theory(EFT) methods in hyper-
nuclear decay. Studies in this direction have already begun in
Ref. [6], where a FermisV-Ad interaction was added to the
one-pion-exchange(OPE) mechanism to describe the weak
LN→NN transition. The present approach is motivated by
the remarkable success of EFT techniques based on chiral
expansions in the(nonstrange) SU(2) sector[7–10], which
suggests its extension to the SU(3) realm, even though sta-
bility of the chiral expansion is less clear for the SU(3) sec-
tor, due to the significant degree of SU(3) symmetry break-
ing. A well-known example of the problems facing the SU(3)
chiral perturbation theory has been the prediction[11–14] of
the four parity-conserving(PC) amplitudes in the weak non-
leptonic decays of octet baryons,Y→Np, with Y=L ,S, or
J. In particular, Refs.[14] and[15] studied the contributions

from negative-parity intermediate states and demonstrated
their potential to resolve this long-standing issue. For our
purpose, these higher-order effects are beyond the simple
lowest-order analysis considered here.

The EFT approach is based on the existence of well-
separated scales in the physical process under study. For-
mally, the high-momentum(short-distance) modes in the
four-baryon interaction Lagrangian are replaced by contact
operators, compatible with the underlying physical symme-
tries, of increasing dimension. Built in such a way, the La-
grangian will contain an infinite number of terms, and a con-
sistent power-counting scheme is needed in order to truncate
such an expansion to a given order. The coefficients appear-
ing in the Lagrangian are then fitted to reproduce the avail-
able data in the low-energy regime. Whether an EFT will
succeed to describe a particular process or not is directly
related to the success in obtaining a controlled, systematic
expansion in terms of a small parameter. In contrast to the
NN case, however, theLN→NN transition corresponds to an
energy release<177 MeV sup u <417 MeVd at threshold. It
is therefore not at all clear if low-energy expansions can be
successfully carried out. In light of this energy release at
threshold, it is reasonable to include the pionsmp

<138 MeVd and the kaonsmK<494 MeVd as dynamical
fields. Working within SU(3) also supports treating the pion
and kaon on equal footing. The last member of the SU(3)
Goldstone boson octet, theh, is usually not included, since
the stronghNN coupling is an order of magnitude smaller
than the strongpNN andKLN couplings[16]. Thus, follow-
ing a power-counting scheme based on the engineering
dimensions of the operators, at leading order(order unity in
the external momentum,p0) the present study of the weak
LN→NN transition includes the contribution of the long-
ranged pion and kaon exchanges, and a short-range contribu-
tion given by leading nonderivative contact terms(leading-
order parity-conserving, LO PC, terms). Our study also
includes next-to-leading-order(NLO) terms in the momen-
tum expansion (or equivalently, leading-order parity-
violating pieces, LO PV). Not considered here are contribu-
tions from intermediate-range 2p exchange. Such a
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component is two orders higher in the chiral expansion than
the corresponding single-pion exchange piece. Also, previ-
ous studies[17] found such contributions to be small due to
significant cancellations between the correlated and uncorre-
lated 2p exchanges.

The weak and strong Lagrangians for pion and kaon ex-
changes are the same as in Ref.[18], and we use experimen-
tal values for the couplings at the strongsgNNp=13.16d and
weak (LNp=1.05 for the parity-violating amplitude and
−7.15 for the parity-conserving one, in units ofGFmp

2

=2.21310−7) baryon-baryon-pion vertices. Like theNNp
coupling, theLNK andSNK coupling constants represent a
fundamental input into our calculation. Unlike theNNp cou-
pling, however, their values are considerably less well
known, withgLNK =13–17 andgSNK =3–6.Here, we choose
the values given by the Nijmegen Soft-Core NSC97f inter-
action model [19], gLNK =−17.66 and gSNK =−5.38. Of
course, the weak nucleon-nucleon-kaon coupling constants
are not accessible experimentally, so we obtain numerical
values by making use of SU(3) and chiral algebra consider-
ations[3,4]. In addition, those potentials will be regularized
by using monopole form factors at each vertex[20]. We note
that all the strong model-dependent ingredients used in the
present calculation(such as cut-off parameters or strong cou-
plings) have been taken from the NSC97f model[19].

If no model is assumed, the low-energyLN→NN process
can be parametrized through the six partial waves listed in
Table I [21]. The1S0→1S0 and3S1→3S1 transitions can only

be produced by the 1ˆ ·d3srWd andsW 1·sW 2·d3srWd operators, where
d3srWd represents the contact interaction. The1S0→3P0 and
3S1→1P1 transitions proceed through the combination of
the spin-nonconserving operators:ssW 1−sW 2d ·hpW1−pW2,d3srWdj,
ssW 1−sW 2d ·fpW1−pW2,d3srWdg, issW 13sW 2d ·hpW1−pW2,d3srWdj, and
issW 13sW 2d ·fpW1−pW2,d3srWdg, wherepW i is the derivative operator
acting on the “ith” particle [22]. The 3S1→3P1 transition is
allowed by the combination of the spin-conserving operators
ssW 1+sW 2d ·hpW1−pW2,d3srWdj and ssW 1+sW 2d ·fpW1−pW2,d3srWdg, while
only two-derivative operators can produce the last(tensor)
transition.

Using power counting we can discard operators of order
q2/MN

2, where the momentum transferred is defined byqW
=pWL−pWN1

=pWN2
−pWN. The remaining(lowest-order) operators

lead to the following four-fermion interaction inrW space(in
units of GF=1.166310−11 MeV−2):

V4PsrWd =HCS
0 + CS

1 sW 1 · sW 2 +
2r

d2 FCP
0 sW 1 · r̂

2M̄
+ CP

1 sW 2 · r̂

2M

+ CP
2 ssW 1 3 sW 2d · r̂

2M̃
GJ

3
e−r2/d2

d3p3/2fCIS1̂ + CIV tW1 · tW2g, s1d

where the last factor represents theDI =1/2 isospin part of
the 4P interaction. Note that thed3srWd functions have been
smeared by using a Gaussian form with a typical vector-

meson srd range, d,Î2mr
−1<0.36 fm. Here, M̃ =s3M

+MLd /4 is a weighted average ofN,L masses whileCS
j and

CP
j are thej th low-energy coefficients(LEC) at zeroth and

first order, respectively. Although the form of the contact
terms is model independent, the size of these LEC’s depends
upon how the theory is formulated, and they are expected to
be of order of the other couplings in the problem. These
couplings provide a very simple representation of the short-
distance contributions to the process at hand. In a complete
model, they would be represented by specific dynamical con-
tributions, such asr ,v, etc. exchange. However, we eschew
the temptation to be more specific—in fact, this generality is
one of the strengths of our approach. We evaluate the coef-
ficients purely phenomenologically and leave theoretical in-
terpretation of the pieces to future investigations. Of course,
the specific size of such coefficients depends upon the chiral
order to which we are working. However, if the expansion is
convergent, then the values of these effective couplings
should be relatively stable as NLO or higher effects are in-
cluded.

It is well known that the high momentum transferred in
the LN→NN reaction makes this process sensitive to the
short-range physics, which is characterized by our contact
coefficients. Moreover, since theuDSu=1 reaction takes place
in a finite nucleus, the extraction of reliable information of
the elementary weak two-body interaction requires a careful
investigation of the many-body nuclear effects present in the
hypernucleus. In the present calculation, we use a shell
model for the initial hypernucleus, where the single-particle
L and N orbits are taken to be solutions of harmonic-
oscillator mean-field potentials with parameters(bL andbN)
adjusted to experimental separation energies and charge form
factor (respectively) of the hypernucleus under study. For

L
12C andL

11B, bN=1.64 andbL=1.87 fm, while forL
5 He they

take the valuesbN=1.4 andbL=1.85 fm. The strongYN in-
teraction at short distances, absent in mean-field models, is
accounted for by replacing the mean-field two-particleLN
wave function by a correlated[23] one obtained from a mi-
croscopic finite-nucleusG-matrix calculation[24] using the
soft-core and hard-core Nijmegen models[25]. TheNN wave
function is obtained from the Lippmann–Schwinger
(T-matrix) equation with the input of the Nijmegen soft-core
potential model; details of the calculation can be found in the
appendix of Ref.[18], which presented a detailed study of
different approaches to final-state interactions(FSI) in the
decay process.

TABLE I. LN→NN partial waves.

Partial wave Operator Order I

1S0→1S0 1̂,sW 1sW 2
1 1

1S0→3P0 ssW 1−sW 2dqW ,ssW 13sW 2dqW q/MN 1
3S1→3S1 1̂,sW 1sW 2

1 0
3S1→1P1 ssW 1−sW 2dqW ,ssW 13sW 2dqW q/MN 0
3S1→3P1 ssW 1+sW 2dqW q/MN 1
3S1→3D1 ssW 13qWdssW 23qWd sq/MNd2 0
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We begin the discussion of our results with a remark on
the data. One might wonder if there can be only three inde-
pendent data points in the nonmesonic decay: the proton-
induced and neutron-induced ratesGp andGn, and the asym-
metryA (associated with the proton-induced decay), relating
observables from one hypernucleus to another through hy-
pernuclear structure coefficients. While one may indeed ex-
pect measurements from differentp-shell hypernuclei, say,
A=12 and 16, to provide the same constraint, the situation is
different when including data froms-shell hypernuclei like
A=5. For the latter, the initialLN pair can only be in a
relative s state, while for the former, relativep states are
allowed as well. We therefore include data from theA=5, 11,
and 12 hypernuclei in our fits.

Note that we do not attempt to perform a final, quantita-
tive fit to all hypernuclear data. Rather, we are exploring
whether an EFT can be used to reproduce various reasonable
subsets of the hypernuclear decay data in order to verify the
validity of such an expansion. We note that the presently
large experimental error bars in hypernuclear decay observ-
ables puts strong limitations in any EFT approach to the
decay process. In this sense, the values for the parameters we
are presenting have to be taken with caution. A quantitatively
more rigorous understanding awaits better data, as well as a
theory that includes higher-order effects. Only the more re-
cent measurements from the last 12 years were used, exclud-
ing, however, thoseGn/Gp shereafter=n/pd ratio data whose
error bars were larger than 100%. A more detailed discussion
of the minimization calculation will be presented elsewhere
[26,27].

We also have taken the data at face value and have not
applied any corrections due to, e.g., the two-nucleon-induced
mechanism, which has been estimated to amount up to 25%
of the total decay rate forp-shell hypernuclei[28,29]. Ide-
ally, exclusive experiments would separate this mechanism
from the measured total decay rate, permitting a fit to observ-
ables that are not contaminated with multinucleon effects. At
the present time, given the sizable error bars of the data, this
omission would not change our conclusions.

No parameters were fitted for the results with onlyp and
K exchange, shown in Table III. As has been known for a
long time, p exchange alone reasonably well describes the
observed total rates, while dramatically underestimating the
n/p ratio. The tensor PC channel dominates the proton-

induced rate while it is absent in theL=0 neutron-induced
one. Incorporation of kaon exchange yields a destructive in-
terference between both mechanisms(OPE and OKE) in the
PC amplitudes, while the interference is constructive in their
PV counterparts. As a consequence,n/p is enhanced by
about a factor of 5, within reach of the lower bounds of the
experimental measurements, while the total rate underpre-
dicts the observed value by about a factor of 2. Thisp−K
interference also leads to values for the asymmetry that are
close to experiment for thep-shell hypernuclei, but far off
for A=5.1 Since the contributions of bothh exchange and
two-pion exchange are negligible, these discrepancies illus-
trate the need for short-range physics.

Allowing contact terms of order unity(leading-order PC
operators) to contribute leads to four free parameters,CS

0, CS
1,

CIS, andCIV. Data on the total and partial decay rates for all
three hypernuclear systems are included in the fit, but asym-
metry measurements are not. The inclusion of the contact
terms roughly doubles the values for the total decay rates,
thus restoring agreement with experiment. The impact on the
n/p ratio is noteworthy: the value forL

5 He increases by10%
while then/p ratios forL

11B andL
12C almost double. This is an

example of the differing impact certain operators can have
for s- andp-shell hypernuclei. The effect on the asymmetry
is opposite, almost no change forA=11 and 12, but a 30%
change forA=5. The magnitudes of the parameters,CS

0, CS
1,

CIV, listed in Table II, are each around their natural size of
unity, while CIS is a factor of 3 or so larger. Note the sub-
stantial error bars on all the parameters, reflecting the uncer-
tainties in the measurements.

Three new parameters are admitted when we allow the
leading-order PV terms(of order q/MN) to contribute with
the coefficientsCP

0, CP
1, and CP

2. As shown in Table II, the
parameters for the PV contact terms are larger than the ones
for the PC terms, and in fact, compatible with zero. Including
the three new parameters does not substantially alter the pre-
viously fitted ones, thus supporting the validity of our expan-
sion. Regarding their impact on the observables, the PV con-
tact terms barely modify the total and partial rates but
significantly affect the asymmetry, as one would expect for
an observable defined by the interference between PV and
PC amplitudes. The calculated asymmetry considerably de-
creases in size for all three hypernuclei, givingp-shell values
close to zero, but still negative. In order to further understand
this behavior, we have performed a number of fits including
the asymmetry data points of eitherL

5 He or L
11B or both.

Tables II and III display the result of one of those fits. Inclu-
sion of theL

5 He asymmetry helps in constraining the values
of two of the LO PV parameters. We find that the two present
experimental values forA=5 andA=11 cannot be fitted si-
multaneously with this set of contact terms. Future experi-
ments will have to settle this issue.

1Note that forL
5 He we quote the value of the intrinsicL asymme-

try parameter,aL, which is experimentally accessible, while for
p-shell hypernuclei the accessible quantity isA, the difference be-
tween the number of protons coming parallel and antiparallel with
respect to the polarization axis. This quantity can be related toaL

through the relationA=pLaL, wherepL is theL polarization, to be
extracted from theoretical models.

TABLE II. LEC coefficients corresponding to the LO calcula-
tion. The values in parentheses have been obtained including
asL

5 Hed in the fit.

+LO sPCd +LO sPC+PVd

CS
0 −1.54±0.39 −1.31±0.41s−1.04±0.33d

CS
1 −0.87±0.24 −0.70±0.35s−0.57±0.27d

CP
0 −5.82±5.31s−4.49±1.57d

CP
1 2.47±3.13s1.84±1.93d

CP
2 −5.68±3.13s−4.47±2.31d

CIS 5.01±1.26 4.68±0.67s5.97±0.86d
CIV 1.45±0.38 1.22±0.20s1.56±0.26d
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We have also performed fits allowing a contribution from
an isospinDI =3/2 transition operator. The resulting fit, with
x̂2,1.4, shifts strength from the isoscalar contribution to the
new DI =3/2 one, leaving the other parameters unchanged.
However, as shown in Table II, we can clearly get good fit to
all observables without such transitions while obtaining cou-
plings of reasonable size. In addition, we have checked that
our conclusions are independent of the strong interaction
model used to describe FSI in the transition. EmployingNN
wave functions that are obtained with either the NSC97f or
the NSC97a models in the fit leaves the observables almost
unchanged, with the exception of the asymmetry parameter,
which can change up to 50%. The obtained couplings can
easily absorb the changes but remain compatible within their
error bars. Similarly, we performed a study of the sensitivity
of the calculated observables to the smearing function in Eq.
(1). For values ofd going from 0.3 to 0.4 fm, the results are
remarkably insensitive, except again in the case of the asym-
metry.

In conclusion, we have studied the nonmesonic weak de-
cay using an effective-field theory framework for the weak
interaction. The long-range components were described with

pion and kaon exchange, while the short-range part is param-
etrized in leading-order PV and PC contact terms. We find
coefficients of natural size with significant error bars, reflect-
ing the level of experimental uncertainty. The largest contact
term corresponds to an isoscalar, spin-independent central
operator. There is no indication of any contact terms violat-
ing theDI =1/2 rule. In this study we have not speculated as
to the dynamical origin of these contact contributions.
Rather, our aim was to ascertain their basic magnitude and to
establish the validity of the EFT framework for the weak
decay. The next generation of data from recent high-
precision weak decay experiments currently under analysis
holds the promise to provide much improved constraints for
studies of this nature.
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